
GRAMMATICAL SUMMARY

A complete study of the structure of the Pashto lan-
guage as revealed by the 31 texts necessitates the gram-
matical identification and analysis of morphemes, words,
phrases, sentences. The glossaries identify the occurring
word forms as to part of speech and morphological and
grammatical subclasses. For syntactical patterns and
questions of word formation frequent references to A
GRAMMAR OP PASHTO (GP) are provided in the Notes.

I. WORD CLASSES.

Pashto has the following main classes of words (parts
of speech): nouns (substantives), adjectives, pronouns,
particles, verbs. Nouns, adjectives, pronouns are the
nominal word classes.

(a) Substantives (nouns) have inflectional endings
indicating case (direct, oblique, oblique II, vocative),
number (singular, plural), gender (masculine, feminine).
They appear in particle phrases and as centers of nominal
phrases: kit^b in de de' kita'b 'of this book', 6.i se

kitab 'this fine book'; and as subject, object, actor
(agent) in sentences.

Also adjectives indicate case, number, gender. They
appear in nominal phrases but not as their center. They
do not function by themselves as subject, object, actor.

Pronouns, a closed word class of restricted member-
ship, indicate case, number, gender, but not as consist-
ently as most substantives or even adjectives. They appear
in sentences like the nouns as subject, object, actor, but
never as center, and only some as parts, of nominal phrases.

(b) Particles have no inflectional endings, but they
occupy various syntactic slots. They can accordingly be
subdivided into: interjections (hoi 'yes'), prepositions
(de 'of'), conjunctions (aw 'and'), modal particles (ba)
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pronominal particles (ye 'of him, by him'), and adverbs
(delta 'here).

(c) Verbs and verbal phrases in Pashto indicate person
(1st, 2d, 3d), number (singular, plural), tense (present,
past; perfect, past perfect phrases), mood (indicative,
imperative, optative), aspect (imperfective , perfective),
voice (active; passive phrase). Some forms indicate gender
( masculine , feminine )

.

Verbal phrases consist of the auxiliary (yem, past
wem) and the perfect participle: e.g., rag'elay yem
' (I) have come' (perfect I phrase); the auxiliary ke'zem
'to become' and the passive participles: e.g., lidel'kezi
'(he) is being seen' (present I passive phrase); the
auxiliary sem 'to be able to' and the optative: lidelay
(or lidelay) sem '(I) can see' (potential phrase). The
verbs kezem and kawem combine also with noun and adjective
forms to other verbal phrases: e.g., faysala kawem '(I)
decide'; warskara kezi '(he) appears'. Verbs or verbal
phrases constitute the predicates in all complete sentences.

II. NOUN SUBCLASSES

Nouns (substantives) can be subdivided according to
their plural formation which is determined by gender and
singular ending. The glossary entries show the labels m 1
( masculine first class") m2 m3 m Ij. m 5, f 1 ("feminine
first class") f 2 f 3 f k f 5 f 6. Aside from irregular
formations (m 5, f 6) the following morphemes are involved:

direct singular

m 1



f 3

i k

t 5

—1; --ey
(Pesh.) --ai (— e)

--awe > — owe

(Kand.) —awij —owi

" ey
(Pesh.) --ai (—e)

--agane
(Kand.) —agani

The following table shows examples and the various case

dir. sing. obi. sing, obi III,
voc.

dir.pl. obl.pl.

m 1



The following table shows examples and the various
case forms:



(b) DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS.



by a pronominal particle (me, (Kand. mi); de (Kand. di); mo
(Kand. mu); ye): e.g., wena ye karela, 'He was planting a tree',
constructed like a passive sentence 'A tree (wena, sing, fem.)
by him (ye) was being planted (karela past I, sing. fern.) 1

.

(b) Verbs can be subdivided according to their stem forma-
tion in their present and past tenses. The following forms are
formed from the present stem: present I (imperfective present),
present II (perfective present), imperative I (imperfective
imperative), imperative II (perfective imperative). These forms
are formed from the past stem: past I (imperfective past), past
II (perfective past), a perfect participle ending in -ay (Kand.
-ey, Pesh. -e), fem.-e (like adj. IV); the passive participles
(like adj. I); the optative, ending in -elay (ay); the verbal
noun, ending in -si (masc.pl.); the verbal adjective in -urikay,
fem. -unke (adj. IV).

The glossary entries show these class labels: verb I, verb
II, verb III, verb IV, verb IV-A. In the first verbal class
present and past stems are alike J in the second class the past
stem can be considered a modification of the present stem; in
the third class the two stems are completely different; in the
fourth class we have four stems: the present I, present II,
past I, past II stems; class IV-A contains the numerous compounds
of the class IV verbs kawem and kezem which become verbal phrases
in the perfective forms (present il and past II). Examples of
the five verb classes are as follows:

present I present II past I past II
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verb IV-A jorawem jor k(r)- joraw- jor kr-

jorezem jor s- jored- jor sw-

(c) The auxiliary has the following forms:

Kand. Pesh.

present sing. 1st yem '(I) am'
2d ye
3d day ,fem. da

'to build,
cure'

( trans .

)

'to become
built'

( intrans .

)

optative

y, fern, de, fern

de

Pi.

present II
sing. pi.

past sing.

Pi.

1st yu
2d yey
3d di

3d wi (yi)

1st wem ' (I) was'
2d we
3d we, fern, wa

1st wu
2d wey
3d we, fern, we

yast

wi

vu,f era.

we

da

yai (ye)

way
o(wo), (Kand.
fem. wa way,
(w)u Pesh.
wai (we) we)
(w)u,fem.

we

(d) Below we list all the forms and phrases of a

transitive verb

present I

sing. 1st tarem '(I) tie'
2d -e
3d -f

present II imperative I imperative II

wetarem tara i wetara

1

-e
'tie I'

etc.
'keep on
tying 1'

Pi. 1st -u
2d -ey
3d -f
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past I past II verbal noun

sing. 1st tarelem ' (I) was
2d *-ele being
3d tare tied by. . .

#
!

f. tarela (Kand.tarey; etc
Pesh. tarelo)

pi. 1st tarelu
2d -e ley (Kand.-elast)
3d -el, fem.-ele

wetarelem '(I) tarel (ra.pl)

-ele was 'the tying'
tied
by..

verbal adj.
tarunkay ,f . -unke

1 -tying 1

optative

:

tar (el jay (tar(el)ay)

perfect I phrase

sing. 1st tarelay yem'(I) have
2d * " ye been

tied
etc . by ...

'

perfect II phrase

sing. 3d tarelay wl

past perfect phrase

tarelay wem

perfect
participle

tarelay, fern,

'tarele

perfect optative

tarelay way (tarelay way)

present I

PASSIVE PHEASES

present II

sing. 1st tarel kezem wetarel sem
f.tareia "* wetarela "

'(I) "am being '(that I) be
tied 1 tied'

passive participles

tarel, fern, tarela
wetarel, fem.
wetarela 'tied'

past I

sing. 1st tarel ked(el)em
2d "

* ked(el)e
etc.

'(I) was being tied,'
etc.

perfect I

sing. 1st tarel seway yem
etc.

perfect II

3d tarel seway wi (yi)

past II

wetarel swem
" * swe
etc.

' (I) was tied,'
etc.

past perfect

tarel seway wem
etc.

optative

tarel ked(el)ay

perfect optative

tarel seway way
(way)
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POTENTIAL PHRASES

present tarelay (tarelay) sem '(I) can tie'

past tarelay (tarelay) swem '(I) could be tied
*

by...'

passive present tarel ked(el)ay sem '(I) can be tied'

passive past tarel ked(el)ay swem '(I) could be tied'


